DOCTORAL TRAINING PROGRAMME  
Semester 2: 2019-20

Arts Practice-Based Sessions

Every Monday 5.30pm to 7.30pm Photo Studio Richard Hamilton Building
The practice based research group meets every Monday in the Photo Studio of the Richard Hamilton. It exists primarily as an open forum for practice based students to share their research in whatever form is appropriate for them and receive supportive feedback. Students often show work in progress, from very early stage experiments through to more finished works, as well as using the group as an opportunity to practice giving papers or discussing aspects of writing for practice based PhDs etc. As we move through the semester and into the next we will be inviting external speakers in to share their expertise on aspects of PhD research related to practice.

Please contact Ray Lee (ray.lee@brookes.ac.uk) with any questions about Practice-based sessions

Arts Text-Based Research Group Workshops

The text-based research group is an open forum for text-based students to share their research and receive supportive feedback. The bi-weekly workshops can also be used to practice giving papers or to discuss aspects of writing.

The Arts Text-Based Research Group Workshops will take place on Mondays, 4-5.30pm in the Confucius Institute Meeting Room, Headington Hill Hall on the following dates:

- 27 January 2020
- 10 February 2020
- 24 February 2020
- 9 March 2020
- 23 March 2020
- 20 April 2020

Please contact Jane Potter (j.potter@brookes.ac.uk) with any questions about text-based research group workshops